March 2018 Newsletter
The Way I Do Business
There are no hidden or un-stated conditions in the booking process. When a guest provides a
list of preferred companions, I actually do check that the companions are potentially available.
When requested, a guest must reduce selected companions to a primary and 2 – 4 alternates. I
(or my recruiter) will contact the companion[s] to ensure that she/they is/are available and
is/are ready for the assignment.
After the guest completes the booking process with payment of the booking deposit, I confirm
the availability of the designate companions.
A companion whose rank is primary is no longer available to other guests. Secondary
companions are available in the general pool, for assignment as primary and secondary
companion to subsequent guests. If a secondary companion becomes unavailable, a previously
selected companion fills the vacancy. The guest is notified and may alter the assignment if he
so chooses.
The booking deposit is necessary. The booking deposit secures the hotel room and the
companion. I have to pay for the hotel whether the guest actually arrives or not. Similarly, I
must pay the primary companion even if the guest does not arrive.

Guests With Special Needs
My hotel is essentially barrier free for a limited number of guests. Between three of our rooms,
and the village, there is only one step to negotiate. Luckily, there is always a hotel employee
available to assist a wheelchair bound guest. I have accepted reservations from several guests
who have physical challenges and a part from the obvious there have been no issue unresolved.
Recently a guest requested a hospital bed. The hotel staff was able to resolve the request.
If you have similar needs, my staff and I will be more than happy provide you with an enjoyable
vacation. The hotel will simply pass on the cost of the special need to the guest.

Companion Photographs
I do not manipulate companion photographs in any way with the exception that I do correct for
photographic errors with respect to brightness and chromatic balance. That is I try to improve
the viewers overall impression of the photograph as opposed to its contents. I have added a
watermark to the photographs to protect companion privacy. All companions are real and the
selection process reflects my real effort to provide the companion as selected by a guest.
That is I operated in an open way.
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Special Requests
I pride myself on my ability to service a guests needs. Guests with special requirements should
not hesitate to let us know how we can make their stay more enjoyable.
I am more than willing to seek out and confirm a special need in conjunction with a legitimate
vacation reservation.
Our restaurant is able to provide most food requests given notice of a day or two.

No Tipping Policy
Our no tipping policy applies only to the companions. If my hotel staff have done a good job as
I am sure they will, please consider the usual gratuity for persons employed in the hospitality
industry.

